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Swarm Report by Swarm Coordinator (Richard Woodhouse) to AGM 12 Nov 2014       

 

1. Our Swarm Collection Team – Once again, we have been fortunate to have several 

experienced members working together as an advertised Team, to cover our large 

catchment area.  Alphabetically by area, our Team this year has been: - Abinger Paul 

Cleaver;  Banstead Cyril Humphries;  Buckland Neil Vigers;  Dorking David Allbeury;  

Fetcham Richard Bradfield & Neil Hallam;  Horley Jeff & Jacqui Essen;  Leatherhead 

Graham Fyson;  Newdigate Alec Bourhill; Redhill Vince Gallo & Eddie Webster;  

Reigate Richard Woodhouse;  Westcott Alan O'Hea.  Thanks to all for their hard work 

in an unusually busy year.  Thanks also to the many other RBKA members who 

supported them – too many to list here.  Without such a team effort by all these persons, 

the figures below would not have been possible.  This hard but enjoyable work has 

brought many benefits, not least via donations (see Treasurer’s Report).    

 

2. Statistics - My records for 2014 in bold, with last year’s italicised in brackets, are as ff:-  

Total calls (all insects) 284 (130); Swarms reported 146 (50); Swarms caught 85 (43); 

Swarms taken to RBKA apiaries 11 (11); RBKA members getting caught swarms 35 

(23); RBKA members getting swarms in bait hives 3 (nil); first swarm 15 April (17 

May), and last 3 Sept (2 Sept); Feral nests removed from cavities in buildings 4 (3); Tree 

bumblebee (bombus hypnorum) calls 95 (25) & nests removed 7 (4); Other bumblebee 

calls 7 (28); Osmia rufa calls 4 (1); Wasp calls 8 (nil).  

 

3. Notes to above statistics - These figures relate only to our catchment area (most of SE 

Surrey), and only to cases known to me.  Since they omit all unseen or unreported cases, 

they will understate the actual totals.  The term “swarms” here is limited to catchable 

swarms, i.e., where bees are still clustering - or if nesting after swarming, only just 

starting to do so, very soon after arrival at the nest site (see below).  The RBKA apiaries 

receiving swarms were at Henfold Lane, Mickleham, Brockham, & Vigo Farm.  The 

RBKA members referred to include some who collected more than one swarm, and/or 

from their own bees, many by swarms captured in their own supplied hive boxes.  As 

always, we tried to give priority to beginners or novices, or those short of bees.       

 

4. Aftermath of uncaught swarms – Sadly, many of our calls report the result of a swarm, 

which has already nested in a building cavity - often a chimney flue.  In such cases, unless 

the cavity is smoked out very soon after the swarm’s arrival, while the bees are still in 

swarm mode, they will not readily re-cluster, but instead will angrily resist any 

attempted eviction, stinging in order to defend their home and brood.  Another way to 

remove a nest from a building in such a case is to transfer the whole colony (bees, comb, 

brood, and, of course, Queen) into a hive - but this is often difficult and laborious, and in 

any case dependent on (1) safe access to the nest, and (2) permission to break into the 

structure (with full indemnity for repairs) – neither of which is usually obtainable.  So in 

practice there is often little that as beekeepers we can do here, which leaves the building 

owner realistically with only two other options – destruction or tolerance of the bees.    
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5. Effect of weather, and comparison with previous years – This year’s figures for reported 

and caught swarms are our highest annual totals yet.  In particular, the number of 

reported swarms, 146, is well above last year’s figure of 50 (which was our lowest ever).  

That low figure for 2013 was largely due to the slow recovery then of a severely depleted 

bee population, following the awful weather of 2012, further delayed by last year’s 

subdued spring.  By contrast, we entered this year with good stocks, after a mild winter 

– apart from losses due to winter flooding at Brockham & Stoke d’Abernon - followed 

by a lovely spring, culminating in a wonderfully prolonged warm summer.  As a result, 

swarms this year were plentiful, peaking in May and June, when our phones were busy, 

not only about swarms, but also about a new phenomenon, tree bumblebees – see next 

paragraph.  Prime swarms began in mid April, climaxing in mid May, followed by a 

lesser surge (often casts) from June until mid July, after which swarms sharply declined.   

     

6. Calls about similar insects, e.g., mason, mining, mortar bees, bumblebees, and also wasps –  

A common problem here, understandably, for many callers is one of species identification; 

but in my experience this can often be resolved by recommending closer inspection, 

ideally with binoculars, and then reference to the excellent descriptions and pictures at 

websites www.bbka.org.uk , www.bwars.com , and www.reigatebeekeepers.org.uk.  As 

the statistics show, we had a marked increase in such calls - except curiously for wasps, 

which have declined.  But following up all these non-honeybee calls takes time, and 

diverts us from dealing with swarms.  This certainly happened in May (unfortunately 

coinciding with our swarm peak), when we were absolutely inundated with tree 

bumblebee (bombus hypnorum) calls.  The spread of this species has been staggering, and 

with a huge human impact, since these bees favour domestic buildings and structures, 

requiring only a small cavity as nest space - with bird boxes as their preferred choice.  

Unfortunately, they can be quite aggressive, often buzzing and even stinging people 

who stray close to any nest near a pathway, e.g., by a door, porch, fence, or garden shed.  

But, like all these other (i.e., non-honeybee) forms of bee, they do not swarm, cannot be 

hived, and in any case have only short-lived, annual nests.  Whatever may be the public 

perception, as volunteers and hobby beekeepers we surely cannot be responsible for all 

these other forms of bee.  Above all, we are not insured to deal with them!  So I think we 

will have to adopt a policy to avoid getting too involved in such cases.      

 

7. Personnel changes – With regret we say goodbye to Jeff & Jacqui Essen, following their 

move to a new home in Lindfield.  After a huge contribution to RBKA – particularly by 

Jacqui as our previous Secretary - they surely deserve a huge vote of thanks.  They will 

both be much missed. However, I am pleased to report that we have an excellent 

replacement here, Gerry James, who has sportingly agreed to cover the Horley area.  

The other change is a personal one – having been Swarm Co-ordinator for some 10 

years, I think the time has come for me to pass on the baton to someone else.  I am 

willing to help my successor, and would like to continue as a collector for the Reigate 

area, but now hereby give notice that next year will be my last as Swarm Co-ordinator. 

             Richard Woodhouse   

http://www.bbka.org.uk/
http://www.bwars.com/
http://www.reigatebeekeepers.org.uk/

